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Engineered to elevate above the rest, AMPLIFY overhead fans have a lighter, sleeker, more 

dynamic design that quietly delivers comfort you can truly feel. AMPLIFY overhead fans’ 

advanced air movement balances temperature and humidity, boosting occupant well-being 

and safety in any environment.

AMPLIFY™ Overhead Fans by Greenheck —  
Taking Comfort to New Heights

AVIATION FACILITIES



GREENHECK

Greenheck has drawn on more than 70 years of expertise in airflow and aerodynamics with  

the development of its AMPLIFY overhead fan design. High efficiency airfoil blades combined 

with a direct drive motor deliver industry-leading performance — backed by certified air 

performance data. 

Award-winning AMPLIFY overhead fans are available in several models with a variety of 

options to meet performance and budget requirements. And every fan is hand-crafted by 

experienced assemblers and factory-tested to ensure the utmost quality. AMPLIFY overhead 

fans provide coverage you can count on from the experts in air. 
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AMPLIFY overhead fans deliver the largest coverage areas  

in the industry and provide 30% more airflow resulting in  

as much as 15ºF of perceived cooling effects. Fan performance 

is boosted through direct drive motors and variable frequency 

drives that are up to 20% more efficient and 10 dBA quieter  

than gearbox-driven fans. 

AMPLIFY fans exceed Department of Energy (DOE) efficiency 

requirements while costing as little as $1 per day to 

operate. With continuous year-round operation, AMPLIFY  

fans enable HVAC systems to run less frequently, resulting in 

heating and cooling cost savings up to 30%.

Powerful Performance

FITNESS STADIUMS & ARENAS AUTOMOTIVE
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Enhanced Safety

Designed for peace of mind, AMPLIFY overhead fans offer more than 10 factory-installed 

advanced safety features as standard. In particular, Greenheck’s cutting-edge impact 

detection feature provides immediate shutdown of an AMPLIFY fan in the event of unexpected 

contact with an obstruction, helping prevent serious damage or injury. AMPLIFY’s low-profile 

design requires less clearance between the fan airfoils and ceiling, resulting in more open space 

below the fan for increased occupant safety.

 Accelerated Installation

Lightweight, prewired AMPLIFY overhead fans can be installed one to two hours faster than 

traditional fans. AMPLIFY’s direct drive fan design is up to 40% lighter than other fan  

models, making it much easier to lift fans into place. Unique plug-and-play wiring and universal 

ceiling mounts also simplify installation. AMPLIFY fans are among the easiest overhead fans to 

install in the industry and the direct drive design reduces maintenance.

MANUFACTURING
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AMPLIFY overhead fans are available in a variety of colors and finishes  

for a unique look that complements any design and enhances any facility. 

Take building comfort to the next level — with AMPLIFY.

Signature Style

For detailed information on the colors and finishes available, view our  

HVLS Fans Finishes & Colors brochure on greenheck.com


